Wetting film stability and flotation kinetics.
Single bubble experiments performed with different size fractions of quartz particles and different, but known, contact angles revealed two modes of flotation dynamics in superclean water. (1.) A monotonic increase of collection efficiency Ecoll with increasing particle size was observed at high particle hydrophobicity and, correspondingly, a low wetting film stability (WFS). (2.) At low particle hydrophobicity and, correspondingly, high WFS, an extreme dependence of Ecoll on particle size was observed. The use of superclean water in our experiments prevented the retardation of bubble surface movement caused by surfactants or other impurities that is usual for other investigations and where particle-bubble inertial hydrodynamic interactions are suppressed. In the present study the free movement of the bubble surface enhances particle-bubble inertial interaction, creating conditions for different flotation modes, dependent on WFS. At the instant of inertial impact, a particle deforms the bubble surface, which may cause its rebound. Where the stability of the thin water film, formed between opposing surfaces of a bubble and a particle, is low, its rupture is accompanied with three phase contact line extension and contact angle formation before rebound. This prevents rebound, i.e. the first collision is accompanied by attachment. A high WFS prevents rupture during an impact. As a result, a contact angle does not arise and rebound is not prevented. However, rebound is accompanied by a second collision, the kinetic energy of which is smaller and can cause attachment at repetitive collision. These qualitative considerations are confirmed by the model quantification and comparison with measured Ecoll. For the first time the Sutherland equation (SE) for Ecoll is confirmed by experiment for smaller particle sizes and, correspondingly, very small Stokes numbers. The larger the particle size, the larger is the measured deviation from the SE. The SE is generalized, accounting for the centrifugal force, pressing hydrodynamic force and drainage in the low WFS case and, correspondingly, attachment occurs at first collision or during sliding. The derived generalized Sutherland equation (GSE) describes experimental data at low WFS. However, its application without account for possible rebound does not explain the measured extreme dependence in the case of high WFS. The theory for drainage during particle impact and the beginning of rebound enables conditions for either attachment or rebound in terms of the normal component of the impact velocity and the critical film thickness to be derived. Combining this condition with the GSE allowed the equation for Ecoll to be derived, accounting for attachment area shrinkage and attachment during a repetitive collision. This equation predicts the extreme dependence. Thus the WFS determines the modes of flotation dynamics and, in turn, probably affects the mechanisms, which control the flotation domain. At low WFS its upper boundary is controlled by the stability of the particle-bubble aggregate. At high WFS the upper boundary can be controlled by rebound because the latter reduces the attachment efficiency by a factor of 30 or more even with repetitive collision.